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ANNEX 1:
Alternate Camp Names
Camp name in Report

Alternate name/spelling

Common acronym

West Sanpya

-

-

BDP

Dar Pai

DP

Kaung Dok Kar 1

Kaung Doke Khar 1

KDK1

KAUNG DOK KAR 2

Kaung Doke Khar 2 / Manzi

KDK2

Maw Thi Nyar

Maw Ti Ngar

MTN

Ohn Taw Chay

Ohn Tan Gyi 2 / Ohn Tan Gyi (West)

OTC

Ohn Taw Gyi

Ohn Tan Gyi 1

OTGN / OTGS

Phwe Yar Gone

Phwe Yar Kone

PYG

Say Tha Mar Gyi

-

STMG

Thae Chaung

Thet Chaung

TC

Thet Kae Pyin

-

TKP

Basara
Baw Du Pha
Dar Paing
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ANNEX 2:
Enumeration Questionnaire
0.1

Who is conducting this survey?

0.2

Camp name:
1 Long house
2 Makeshift shelter
3 Wooden house
4 Concrete/brick building
5 Modular house
99 Other (specify)

0.3

Type of dwelling

0.4

What is the longhouse number?

0.4b

What is the makeshift shelter number?

0.5

What is the longhouse unit number(s) occupied?

0.5b

How many longhouse units is the household occupying?

0.6

Date of survey:

Good morning/afternoon/evening. Could I please speak to the head of this household?
Hello, my name is ____ and I work for the CCCM Camp Profiling exercise, an assessment conducted by the
NGO Danish Refugee Council, UNHCR and other CCCM organisations. We are conducting an assessment
in the Sittwe camps to determine the number of people living in the Sittwe rural camps and some other
basic demographic information. This assessment is not linked to any aid for any particular village or
camp community. Instead, its aim is to help the government and the humanitarian community to support
planning and policies that aim to benefit those affected by displacement in Sittwe township in the future.
We will not ask or record your name.
You can decide whether you want to take part to take the interview or not. You have the right to refuse to
answer any question, or to leave the interview at any time. If you choose not to take part or to skip any
questions, it will have no negative impacts on your ability to access services from any humanitarian agency.
Please feel free to ask me any questions now, or at any point during the interview. Do you consent to participate in this interview?
1 Yes
0 No

1

Does the respondent consent to answer the survey?

2

How many members are there in this family (including the
head of family)?

3

How many members of this family are:

1 Male
2 Female

4

Of the females, how many are:

1 Girls less than 5 years old
2 Pregnant
3 Lactating but not pregnant

5

Of the males, how many are boys less than five years old?

6a

Is the head of this family:

1 Male
2 Female
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6b

Is the head of this family:

1 Child (under 18 years)
2 Adult (18 to 59 years)
3 Elderly (60 years or over)

6c

Is the head of this family disabled?

0 No
1 Yes

7

What was the usual place of residence of your family
before 2012?

1 District
2 Township
3 Town
3b Ward
4 Village tract

8

When did your family leave that village/town?

_ _ / _ _ _ _ (mm/yyyy)

9

Number of shelter units occupied by this family?

10

Does your family share chores, expenses, living space and
eat together with other families?

10a

If yes, how many people are in that family?

11a

Is the head of your combined household:

1 Male
2 Female

11b

Is the head of your combined household:

1 Child (under 18 years)
2 Adult (18 to 59 years)
3 Elderly (60 years or over)

11c

Is the head of your combined household disabled?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

12

Does your family also have:

1 Another longhouse unit in the camp
2 A makeshift shelter
3 A house in host village
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0 No
1 Yes
2 Don’tknow

ANNEX 3: Household Sample
Questionnaire
0.1

Who is conducting this survey?

0.2

Current location (village):

0.3

Current location (Muslim camp or Rakhine resettled site):
1 Long house
2 Makeshift shelter
3 Wooden house
4 Concrete/brick building
5 Modular house
99 Other (specify)

0.4

Type of dwelling

0.5

What is the longhouse number?

0.6

How many longhouse units is the household occupying?

0.9

Date of survey:

Good morning/afternoon/evening. Could I please speak to the head of this household?
Hello, my name is ____ and I work for the CCCM Camp Profiling exercise, an assessment conducted by the
NGO Danish Refugee Council, UNHCR and other CCCM organisations. We are conducting an assessment
in the Sittwe camps to gather information on the living situation, history and future intentions of people.
This assessment is not linked to any aid for any particular village or camp community. Instead, its aim is to
help the government and the humanitarian community to support planning and policies that aim to benefit
those affected by displacement in Sittwe township in the future. We will not ask or record your name.

You can decide whether you want to take part to take the interview or not. You have the right to refuse to
answer any question, or to leave the interview at any time. If you choose not to take part or to skip any
questions, it will have no negative impacts on your ability to access services from any humanitarian agency.
Please feel free to ask me any questions now, or at any point during the interview. Do you consent to participate in this interview?
0.10

Does the respondent consent to answer the survey?

0.11

How many members are there in this household
(including the head of household)?

1 Yes
0 No

1 HOUSEHOLD ROSTER
Fill the following questions for the respondent then each member of the household
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1.1

What is ______ [name] relationship to the head of
household?

1 Head of household
2 Spouse
3 Son / Daughter
4 Step child
5 Sibling/sibling-inlaw
6 Daughter-in-law/ sonin-law
7 Grandchild
8 Niece/Nephew
9 Parent/Parent-in-law
10 Domestic worker (livein)
99 Other relative
98 Not related

1.2

How old is ______ [name]?

_ _ _ years

1.3

How many months?

1 Male
2 Female

1.4

If head of the household is under 18 years, please confirm, is the head of this household a child or is this an
unaccompanied child?

0 No
1 Yes

1.5

Is ______ [name] male or female?

1 Male
2 Female

What is ______ [name's] marital status?

1 Married (living together)
2 Married (living elsewhere)
3 Divorced
4 Separated
5 Widowed
6 Single/never married

1.6

Has ______ [name] experienced a serious health problem
in past 6 months?
1.7

A serious health problem is defined as any health condition that renders the interviewee unable to perform
regular activities of daily living appropriate for the age
group unassisted. If 2 or more conditions focus on the
most serious case

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

1.8

If yes, what was the severity of the problem?

1 Acute (condition developed/obtained
within 2 weeks or less e.g. acute infections, diarrhea, physical/accidental
injuries etc)
2 Chronic (condition developed/recurrent for more than 2 weeks e.g. hypertension, diabetes etc)

1.9

Was the health problem pregnancy-related?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

1.10

Does ______ [name] have a disability?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know
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1.11

Does he/she have difficulty seeing, even if wearing
glasses?
If yes, how much difficulty?

1.12

Does he/she have difficulty hearing, even if using a
hearing aid?
If yes, how much difficulty?

1.13

Does he/she have difficulty walking or climbing steps?
If yes, how much difficulty?

1.14

Does he/she have difficulty remembering or
concentrating?
If yes, how much difficulty?

1.15

Does he/she have difficulty with self care such as washing
all over or dressing?
If yes, how much difficulty?

1.16

Does he/she have difficulty using his/her usual
(customary) language – for example understanding or
being understood?
If yes, how much difficulty?

0 No
1 Yes
1 Some difficulty
2 A lot of difficulty
3 Cannot do at all

Is ______ [name] currently attending school?

1 No
2 Temporary Learning Centre
3 Primary school
4 Middle School
5 High school
6 Don’t know

1.18

If no, what are the main reasons why ______ [name] is not
attending school?

1 Family did not allow schooling
2 Education not considered valuable
3 School not safe
4 To learn a job.
5 To work outside family business
6 To work as unpaid worker in family
business/farm
7 Help at home with household chores
8 No school available
9 No teachers
10 School is too far
11 School/transport is too expensive
12 Child is disabled or sick
13 Child did not like school
14 Child is married
15 Girls do not go to school in our
culture
16 No school supplies, uniforms, umbrellas or gumboots
17 Too young
other Other (specify)
18 Don’t know
19 Prefer not to answer

1.19

Can ______ [name] read and write a short simple sentence
with understanding in any language?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

1.20

Does ______ [name] speak Myanmar?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

1.21

Does ______ [name] speak Rakhine?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

1.17
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1.22

1 Not working
2 Salaried work full time
3 Salaried work part time
If above 14 years, what is ______ [name] work status in the 4 Daily labourer
last 30 days?
5 Unpaid or in-kind labourer
6 Own business
7 Studying/training
8 Unpaid housework

1.23

In the last 30 days, what is the main sector of work ______
[name] worked in?

1 Farming
2 Livestock
3 Fishing
4 Stall owner
5 Handicraft
6 Transport
7 Construction
8 Humanitarian organisation
9 Government
99 Other work (specify)
10 Not working
11 Don’t know

When does ______ [name] work in this sector?

1 All year
2 Wet season only
3 Dry season only
99 Other (specify)

What was ______ [name's] main sector of work before
displacement?

1 Farming
2 Livestock
3 Fishing
4 Stall owner
5 Handicraft
6 Transport
7 Construction
8 Humanitarian organisation
9 Government
99 Other work (specify)
10 Not working
11 Don’t know

What are the main reasons why ______ [name] is not
working at the moment?

1 No difficulties finding work
2 Movement restrictions
3 In school/training
4 Housework/family responsibility
5 Illness/injury/disability
6 Retired or too old to work
7 Off season
8 Working conditions not acceptable
9 Engaged in subsistence farming/fishing
10 Lack of official education certificate
despite completion
11 Don’t know
other Other (specify)

1.27

In the past 6 months, what month did ______ [name] earn
the most?

1 Not working
2 Same
3 July
4 August
5 September
6 October
7 November
8 December

1.28

How much cash income did ______ [name] earn that
month?

_ _ _ (in _ _ _ , 000 MMK)

1.24

1.25

1.26
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1.29

In the past 6 months, what month did ______ [name] earn
the least?

1 Not working
2 Same
3 July
4 August
5 September
6 October
7 November
8 December

1.30

How much cash income did ______ [name] earn that
month?

_ _ _ (in _ _ _ , 000 MMK)

If age under 5 years, does ______ [name] have any of the
following documents?

1 Birth certificate
2 Notification of live birth
3 Child on family list
6 None of these
4 Don’t know
5 Prefer not to say

1.31

End household member 1 (complete above questions for each household member)
The rest of the questions should be asked of the household as a whole
2. MOVEMENT HISTORY
2.2

2.3/
2.4

2.5/
2.6

Was your household's current location the usual place of
residence of your household before 2012?

1 Town in Rakhine State
2 Village in Rakhine State
99 Not Rakhine State

What was your household's usual place of residence
before 2012?

1 District
2 Township
3 Town
3b Ward
4 Village tract

What was the main reason your household left the
village/town?
What was the second reason?

0 No reason
1 Violence/insecurity in place of residence
2 Threat to individual or family
4 Family issues
5 Finding work elsewhere
6 No longer able to access livelihood
opportunities
7 Seeking medical care elsewhere
8 Natural disaster in place of residence
9 Better access to humanitarian assistance
99 Other (please specify):.....................
10 Prefer not to answer

2.7

When did your household leave that village/town?

_ _ / _ _ _ _ (mm/yyyy)

2.8

When (month/year) did your household arrive at this
location?

_ _ / _ _ _ _ (mm/yyyy)

2.9

Time (in months) between displacement and arriving in
current location?

1 Less than 1 month
2 1 month to 6 months
3 6 months to 1 year
4 More than 1 year

2.10

How many times did your household move before arriving _ _ _
at this location?

2.11

Where did your household stay the longest between
leaving your place of origin and arriving in this camp?

1 Village
2 Town
3 Camp

2.12

What is the name of the camp?

District:
Township:
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2.14

What was the main reason for moving to your current
location?

1 Work opportunities
2 Healthcare
3 Education
4 Insufficient food in camps
5 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

3. HEALTH
Did the person who experienced the most serious health
problem in your household in the past 6 months seek
health care?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

Where did _____ [name] first seek consult?

1 Clinic/mobile clinic in your camp
2 Clinic/mobile clinic in a different camp
3 TKP observation centre
4 Community healthcare worker
5 Private clinic
6 Traditional healer or traditional birth
attendant
7 Self medicated
10 Army hospital
99 Other (specify)
8 Don’t know
9 Prefer not to answer

3.3

What were the main reasons for not seeking health care
from a camp clinic, mobile or government clinic?

1 Health services too expensive
2 Required health services are not available
3 Not aware of a health facility in the
area
4 Cannot afford transport
5 Transport not available
6 Do not trust healthcare provider
7 Companion/translator not available or
cannot be identified
8 Security situation
other Other (specify): __________________
9 Don’t know
10 Prefer not to answer

3.4

Was the case referred to a higher healthcare facility?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

3.5

Did ______ [name] proceed with the referral?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

Why was the referral not followed?

1 Lack of freedom of movement
2 Lack of services available
3 Lack of documentation
4 Language barriers
5 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

3.1

3.2

3.6

4. FOOD SECURITY

4.1

162

How many DAYS in the last week (7 days) did your
household eat (prompt): (write 0 for no days to 7 for all
days)
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a. Rice, wheat, bread, maize, cereals
b. Beans, lentils, peas, nuts
c. Vegetables
d. Fruit
e. Meat, poultry, fish, eggs
f. Milk, yohgurt
g. Sugar, honey
h. Oil, ghee, butter

4.2

4.3

4.4
/4.5

4.6

In the past 7 days, has there have been times when your
household did not have enough food or money to buy
food?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

How many of the last 7 days have members of your
household had to (number each 0 to 7 days)

a. Rely on less preferred and less expensive foods
b. Borrow food, or rely on help from a
friend or relative
c. Limit portion size at mealtimes
d. Restrict consumption by adults in
order for small children to eat
e. Reduce number of meals eaten in a
day
f. Reduce food consumed by females so
males can eat

In the past six months, what was your household's
primary source of food?
In the past six months, what was your household’s second
main source of food?

1 Food distributions
2 Own production, gathering, fishing
3 Purchased in camp
4 Purchased outside of camp
5 Borrowed, bartered, exchanged for
labour, gift from friends or relatives
99 Other (specify)
6 None of these
7 Don’t know
8 Prefer not to answer

1 WFP (and partners)
2 MRF ( Myanmar Resoure Foundation)
Private donor
In the past six months, did your household receive regular 3
4 Received but don’t know who from
(e.g. monthly) food distributions from the following?
5 Did NOT receive
6 Don’t know
7 Prefer not to answer
5. HOUSING, LAND, PROPERTY and ASSETS

5.1

1 Car/truck
2 Motocycle/tuktuk
3 Bicycle/trishaw
4 Boat
5 Seed stock
6 Sewing machine
7 Plough/farming machinery
8 Livestock: large and small ruminants
9 None of these
10 Don’t know
11 Prefer not to answer

Did any member of your household abandon the
following at the moment when you left your village of
origin?
If small ruminants, how many?
If large ruminants, how many?

5.2

5.3

In the six months before leaving your village of origin, did
any member of your household own…….. ?

1 House
2 Land
3 Fishing rights or prawn pond
4 Business or trade stall
5 None of these
6 Don’t know
7 Prefer not to answer

Has your household sold any of the following since
displacement?

1 House
2 Land
3 Fishing rights or prawn pond
4 Business or trade stall
5 None of these
6 Don’t know
7 Prefer not to answer
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Does your household currently own any of the following
in working condition in your current location?
5.4

If small ruminants, how many?
If large ruminants, how many?

1 House
2 Land from which income can be generated (e.g. farming)
3 Fishing rights or prawn pond
4 Business or trade stall
5 Car/truck
6 Motocycle/tuktuk
7 Bicycle/trishaw
8 Boat
9 Seed stock
10 Sewing machine
11 Plough/farming machinery
12 Livestock: large and small ruminants
13 Sufficient clothing
14 Blankets
15 Mosquito protection (e.g. nets)
16 Containers for storing water
17 Mobile phone
18 Radio
19 Television
20 Cooking stove
21 None of these
22 Don’t know
23 Prefer not to answer

5.5

Does your household have documentation to prove
ownership of the house?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

5.6

Did someone in this household have this documentation
issued or officially validated by Government authorities?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

5.7

Does your household have documentation to prove
ownership of the land?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

5.8

Did someone in this household have this documentation
issued or officially validated by Government authorities?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

5.9

Does your household have documentation to prove
ownership of the fishing rights or prawn pond?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

5.10

Did someone in this household have this documentation
issued or officially validated by Government authorities?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

6. EXPENSES and COPING MECHANISMS

6.1

164

On average in a month how much does your household
spend on…. ?
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a. Food
b. Rent for current dwelling
c. Fuel (including wood and charcoal)
d. Housing utilities (e.g. electricity,
water)
e. Healthcare (including medical treatment and medicines)
f. Transportation
g. House repairs
h. Repaying loans (including loans for
friends and family)
i. Clothes, shoes, blankets etc
j. Soap, toothpaste and other hygiene
items
k. Other household expenses

Has your household experienced a situation in the past 6
months were you haven’t been able to cover important
expenses, such as medical treatment, rent, etc.?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

What did your household have difficulties paying for?

1 Food
2 Agricultural inputs (including seed,
fodder, nets etc)
3 Clothing
4 Healthcare expenses
5 Education
6 Rent
7 Cooking fuel including firewood/charcoal
8 Utilities (gas, electricity)
9 Debt repayments
10 Dowry
11 Transport
12 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

What did your household do in that situation where you
had difficulties covering certain expenses?

1 Borrowed food or relied on help from
friends
2 Borrowed money
3 Sold domestic items including jewellery
4 Sold house or land
5 Sold food rations
6 Sold non-food item distributions e.g.
soap, buckets, hygiene kits etc
7 Decreased expenses on healthcare
8 Decreased expenses on food
9 Sent children to work
10 Arranged for children to marry
11 Reduced the number of meals eaten
each day
12 Sent family members to work in
another region
13 Sent household members to beg
14 None of these
15 Don’t know
16 Prefer not to answer
17 None of these
18 Don’t know
19 Prefer not to answer

6.6

During the last year, did any member of this household
receive any money from ……. ?

1 Remittances from abroad
2 Remittances from elsewhere in Myanmar
3 Rent from properties
4 Loan (from all sources: personal, private and public)
5 None of these
6 Don’t know
7 Prefer not to answer

6.7

What is the total current debt of the members of this
household?

_ _ _ (in ...,000 MMK)

What were the main reasons for taking out this debt?

1 To buy food
2 To buy agricultural inputs
3 To pay for land rental
4 For business
5 For education
6 For health
7 For social relations
8 For labour charges
other Other (specify)
9 Don’t know
10 Prefer not to answer

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.8
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0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

If yes, what types of assistance did your household have
difficulties accessing?

1 Food distributions
2 NFI distributions
3 Women’s centres
4 Child friendly spaces
5 Nutrition services
6 Shelter assistance
7 Water
8 Healthcare
9 No
10 Don’t know
11 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

What have been the main reasons for difficulties
accessing humanitarian assistance?

1 Lack of freedom of movement
2 Lack of services available
3 Lack of documentation
4 Language barriers
5 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

In the past six months has your household faced
difficulties accessing humanitarian assistance?
7.1

7.2

8. MOVEMENT
8.1

During the past year, have any members of your
household left for a period of more than a week?

8.2

How many members?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

Please fill the following questions for each member that left for more than 1 week and less than 6 months
Gender of _____ [name]

1 Male
2 Female

8.3
Age of ____ [name]
8.4

How many times did _____ [name] leave in the past six
months?

Where did _____ [name] go?

1 A different camp
2 Local area around the camp
3 Sittwe township
4 Village of origin
5 Elsewhere in Rakhine state
6 Elsewhere in Myanmar
7 Abroad
8 Don’t know
9 Prefer not to say

8.6

What is the main reason _____ [name] left?

1 Work opportunities
2 Healthcare
3 Education
4 Insufficient food in camps
5 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

8.7

Does the household expect that _____ [name] will return?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

8.5

9. INTERACTION
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In the past 7 days, did any member of this household
interact with the non-camp Muslim population for the
following?

1 Trade / business
2 Community groups / events
3 Social relations
4 None
5 Don’t know
6 Prefer not to answer

9.1
In the past 7 days, did any member of this household
interact with the camp Muslim population for the
following?

9.2

1 Trade / business
2 Community groups / events
3 Social relations
4 None
5 Don’t know
6 Prefer not to answer

In the past 7 days, did any member of this household
interact with the Rakhine population for the following?
10. FUTURE INTENTIONS
Would your household consider returning to where you
lived before displacement?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

10.2

What is the main condition that need to be met for your
household to return?

1 Reclaim house
2 Reconstruction of house
3 Provision of housing on own land
4 Access to credit for setting up income
generation activity
5 Concrete employment opportunities
6 Access to services (school and health)
7 Peaceful coexistence with the local
community
8 Security
9 More families return
10 No conditions/prerequisites
11 Don’t know
12 Prefer not to answer
99 Other (specify)

10.3

If you had the choice to return to your village of origin,
would your household choose to remain here?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know

10.4

If yes, what are the main reasons why?

10.1

10.5

10.5 What location would you prefer to live permanently?

1 A different camp
2 Local area around the camp
3 Sittwe township
4 Village of origin
5 Elsewhere in Rakhine state
6 Elsewhere in Myanmar
7 Abroad
8 Don’t know
9 Prefer not to say

10.6

Is this the preferrence for all household members?

0 No
1 Yes
2 Do not know
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How many members of your household have a different
preference?
Please fill the following questions for the first person with
a different preference
What is the gender of _____ [name]?

1 Male
2 Female

10.8

What location would he/she prefer to live permanently?

1 A different camp
2 Local area around the camp
3 Sittwe township
4 Village of origin
5 Elsewhere in Rakhine state
6 Elsewhere in Myanmar
7 Abroad
8 Don’t know
9 Prefer not to say

10.9

What is the main reason for ______ [name] not having the
same preferrence as the rest of the household?

10.7

11. SELF-IDENTIFIED NEEDS

11.1

12.1

12.2

12.3
14

What are the top three non-cash priority needs to
improve the current living conditions of your household in
this camp? Top priority need:
1 Food
2 Drinking water
3 Shelter/housing assistance
Second need (overall):
4 Sanitation facilities
5 Educational services
Third need (overall):
6 Job opportunities
7 Health services
1 During the COLD DRY (winter) season, what is your top
8 Livelihood training
season-specific non-cash priority needs to improve the
current living conditions of your household in this camp? 9 Blankets
10 Clothes
Top priority need:
11 Mosquito nets
12 Hygiene items
12.2 During the HOT DRY (summer) season, what is your
13 Water storage containers
top season-specific non-cash priority needs to improve
99 Other (specify)
the current living conditions of your household in this
15 None
camp? Top priority need:
16 Don’t know
17 Prefer not to answer
During the WET season, what are the top three non-cash
priority needs to improve the current living conditions of
your household in this camp? Top priority need:
Comments:

This is the end of the survey, thank you very much for your participation. Just to reiterate, we cannot promise anything from our project but we will consider carefully your views when we are thinking about our
activities. Thank you for your time.
INTERVIEW ASSESSMENT
99.1

How many people aged 18 and over were present for the
interview, other than the respondent?

99.2

Was the interview attended by a village leader or other
actor who may have influenced respondent’s answers?
If yes, describe the situation:

99.3

Did the respondent struggle to answer many questions
due to language or comprehension issues?

99.4

Did the respondent appear to be answering questions
openly and truthfully
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ANNEX 4: Focus Group
Discussion Guide
0.1

Date:

0.2

Location:

0.3

Time:

0.4

Composition of focus group discussion

0.5

Sex

0.6

Age group

0.9

Total number of participants:

Introduce your team and the aim of the focus group discussion:
We are a team from the CCCM Camp Profiling exercise, an assessment conducted by the NGO Danish
Refugee Council, UNHCR and other CCCM organisations. The profiling exercise is not linked to any aid for
any particular village or camp community. Instead, its aim is to help the government and the humanitarian
community to support planning and policies that aim to benefit those affected by displacement in Sittwe
township in the future. Therefore, we would like to discuss with you some topics and learn from your
opinions and experiences. We are not going to ask questions about your individual households but will
ask about your community in general. You are under no obligation to participate, and you are free not to
answer any of the posed questions. The information you give us will be kept anonymously. We will not write
your name and your name will never appear in our research. Nothing you say in this discussion will affect
your relationship with DRC, UNHCR, the Government or any other organisation. We cannot offer you any
compensation for participating in this assessment.
The discussion should take approximately 1.5 hours. Do you have any questions?
- Introduce yourself, as the facilitator, and the note taker - clarify what your roles are.
- Set the ground rules for the discussion:
“We are interested in opinions and experiences of everyone present, so do give time and space to each
other to contribute”, “do avoid parallel discussions, as that will make it very difficult for the note taker to
capture the discussion”, ‘we are interested in all different views, even if they don’t represent everyone in the
community’’
- Ask for permission to take notes
- Ask permission to record the FGD

*

This is the focus group discussion guide for the Muslim camp discussions. Guides for discussion groups with other tar-

get populations are available online at: www.sheltercluster.org/rakhine/library/camp-profiling-2016-2017-jips.
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2. Questions
Intra-community relations
1

What do you define as “your community” (i.e. self-identified social and support network)? Is “your
community” different to what it was before 2012? If so, how?
Probe: Village? Group within village (neighbourhood, gender etc.)? What is similar/different to
before 2012?
ANSWER following questions for YOUR COMMUNITY
Do people in your camp/village trust each other? Why? Who are people more likely to trust in this
camp/village? Why?

2

Probe: Their neighbors? People from the same place of origin? Same sex? Same age? Village
administrators? People in makeshift shelters? Religious leaders?
What do you mean by “trust” (to what level? Trust enough to work with? Trust to go to if having a
serious problem? Trust that they will not harm you?)

3

What type of social groups are active in your community? Are many people part of these groups?
Are there any people in this community that are left out or do not have access to these community
groups (by social group)?
Probe: How were these community groups formed? Self-formed? NGO-established? Can anyone
join these groups if they want to?

4

5

How would you characterise the interaction between the people living in makeshift shelters (tents
and longhouse extensions) and the people living in the longhouses? Is there any hostility or
tensions? If yes, around what issues?
How do you think dynamics between the people in the makeshift shelters and the people in the
camp will develop in the next year? Are there any ways these dynamics could be improved? What
type of social groups do people living in the makeshift shelters participate in?
What are the main movements of people changing residence between the camps/villages in the
Sittwe Rural area? What camps/village to they come from and go to? What are the main reasons
they move? Is the moving permanent or only for part of the year? If part of the year, what part? Do
they tend to move with their whole family or only a part? What part?
Are you able to do a job in the village/camp using your existing skills from before 2012?

6

What type of jobs would you like to do while living within the Sittwe rural area? Why?
If you could do any job, what type of job would you like to do?

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COMMUNITIES
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7

Are there any activities during the day which people from your community do together with
persons from surrounding villages/wards? (note down what activities and which segments of the
community)

8

How was the attitude of the host villages towards you when you arrived in this location and how is
it today? What has changed, and if so why do you think it has? How do you think these dynamics
will develop in the next year? Do people in this camp trust people from the surrounding villages?

9

Have households/persons from the host villages provided support to people in your community?
What was provided immediately after 2012? What is provided now? How?
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Displacement trends, plans and aspirations
If they closed the camps, what do you think are the viable/realistic options of where the people
currently living in the camps could go? Where do you realistically think most households from your
community will be in one year from now and in five years from now? What are your community’s
preference of where to live in one year from now? In five years from now?
10

Where do you think it would be best for your children to live in the future? And why?
Are there any groups within your community that have different preferences of where they want to
live in the future? Who are they? Where do they want to live? Why different?
Probe: Urban/rural Sittwe? Villages inside or outside the Sittwe rural camp area? Outside of Sittwe?
Closer to the markets, further away? Why?

11

If people would move to another place, who would they prefer to move with? Would people in
your community move without this group?
Probe: Household, family, whole current camp, whole current sector, people from place of origin,
people from a subset of place of origin? Why?

12

What are the main factors that influence the preference of people in this community about where
they would prefer to go in future?

13

How could your life be improved if you need to stay in the camp for more than one year?

14

If you needed to stay in longhouses for more than a year, how could they be improved?
Probe: How to improve privacy, safety, positive dynamics amongst inhabitants?
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